Dear all,

This is the latest news from the QoG Institute.

**THE POZNAN DECLARATION FEATURED IN TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION AND UNIVERSITY WORLD NEWS**

The Poznan declaration is a formal statement aimed at mainstreaming ethics and anti-corruption in higher education, and an important achievement in terms of social impact of the QoG Project. The declaration, which has been authored by Marcus Tannenberg at the QoG institute, was featured in both Times Higher Education and University World News last week.

**QOG SUMMER COURSE IN OSLO**

Next summer, 27 - 31 July, 2015, PhD students with an interest in Quality of Government will have the opportunity to follow a research course on "The Quality of Government: Human Well-Being, Social Trust and Corruption in a Comparative Perspective", at the Oslo Summer School in Comparative Social Science Studies. The course (10 ECTS) is given by Professor Bo Rothstein and is open to doctoral students with an interest in comparative and methodological social science. More information about the course and application procedure is available here.

**BRINGING QOG RESEARCH TO THE CLASSROOMS - UPCOMING EVENTS**

In February and March next year, QoG will organize three full day conferences for Social Science teachers at secondary and upper secondary level (högstadieskola) in Nacka, Lund and Stockholm. There will be lectures about the project “Bringing QoG to the Classroom” as well as workshops in how to use the pedagogical material that is currently being developed within the framework of the project. The location and dates are:

- **Nacka 10th of February** (organized together with Nacka municipality)
- **Lund 27th of February** (organized together with Kommunförbundet Skåne)
- **Stockholm 19th of March** (organized together with Stockholm city)
NEW WORKING PAPERS

Corruption and Political Participation. A multilevel analysis by Sofia Arkhede Olsson (2014:12)

Correlates of the Good Society by Sören Holmberg and Bo Rothstein (2014:13)

Gender differences in the EQI data. Gender and Corruption in 212 European NUTS-Regions by Mattias Agerberg (2014:14)

Best regards,

The QoG Team